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Using Agent-Based Modelling 
for marketing strategy 
simulation.
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During pre-season, F1 drivers normally use sophisticated simulators that are able to replicate in 
real time the changing conditions of a Grand Prix.

Before carrying out complex interventions, surgeons practice with artificial models that 
replicate the human body aiming to hone their skills and learn how to evaluate any potential 
risks they may face in the operating room.

These are examples of professionals working in highly-complex environments and who need to 
make difficult decisions in real-time.

To deal with these challenges, science has developed virtual models that allow people to learn 
about the internal mechanisms of the environment in which they develop their jobs, as in the 
majority of cases these are made up of different types of variables beyond their control.

Knowing the impact of their decisions beforehand, evaluating associated risks, and ultimately, 
being ready to deal with changes that arise in highly-volatile environments are key to their 
success.

During recent years, the world of marketing has evolved to this level of maximum complexity.
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The proliferation of new communication means, the explosion of available data, the growing 
influence of social networks which have changed the way in which consumers receive and 
process information, as well as increasingly aggressive competition, have lead to a paradigm 
shift in which traditional marketing decision-making models based on econometrics and 
mathematics have lost part of their utility.

Marketing Mix Models which began to be used in the 1990s for evaluating the performance of 
investment in the different off-line media, and which have been the industry standard in recent 
years, lack sufficient granularity to go down to the basic level of decision (the consumers), and 
are unable to adapt to the frantic pace required by the current situation which is characteristic 
of “real-time marketing”.

At the other end are the Digital attribution models. Although they resolve the previous pain 
points, they are unable to integrate any variable affecting the Customer Journey which is outside 
the online environment (investment in traditional media, price, promotions or distribution 
presence), and they also ignore the impact on consumers of such relevant aspects as offers 
from competitors or relevant intangible aspects, such as the brand itself.
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Faced with this situation, Forrester published a report in which they state that, in the coming 
years, we will begin to perceive the emergence of what has been coined as “Unified Marketing 
Impact Analytics” (1).

This urges the use of holistic models which faithfully represent the global reality in which 
brands operate. These models consistently integrate Paid, Owned and Earned media. They allow 
to go down to the analysis level of the basic decision unit: “the consumer”, and in one single 
model facilitate a multidimensional analysis for operative, financial and brand metrics in real-
time.

The new marketing requires models which are able to replicate in all their complexity the 
challenges faced by decision makers in the 21st century.

(1) Embrace Unified Marketing Impact Analytics To Deliver Value Across Interactions. October 2015
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With these arguments in mind, since 2013, Zio Analytics has been working on the 
development of this type of model and, as a result, we introduce our new approach on Virtual 
Markets: computer models based on artificial intelligence that allow the simulation of 
actions and interactions of independent agents (the consumers) and, through this, the 
evaluation of the impact generated by simple rules at an individual level within more complex 
systems (the market). 

A “virtual market” begins with the delimitation and
characterisation of the market on focus that we
want to analyse. To do this, we use the
different data sources available from our
clients which, although extremely useful,
normally operate in departmental silos
which make it difficult to carry out an
interconnected analysis.

To model consumer behaviour, we use information that is available in consumer drivers 
studies, uses and attitudes analyses, customer journey reports,  segmentation clusters, 
social tracking, conjoint analysis and, in general, any information source that allows us to 
profile the behaviour patterns of different consumer segments.
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In relation to brands, the model includes information from brand tracking, advertising 
investment, post-campaign tests, social media presence, sales data and financial profitability, 
promotion policies, product offering, as well as any other relevant marketing data which is 
actively managed by the brands we are studying.

Once the market has been fully defined using historical data and through the use of genetic 
algorithms, the model is “trained” so it can replicate the dynamics developed by the market 
during recent years.

Adjustment levels in most cases are above 95% and from this moment on the model is ready to 
generate future projections.  

A calibrated model allows the execution of many hypothetical scenarios in a way that makes it 
possible to analyse in real time how small changes in the client’s marketing strategy (or its  
competitors’), can lead to changes in the consumer actions in completely unexpected ways. 

For the first time, there is a tool that simultaneously incorporates the marketing strategies of 
major companies that make up the market with the emergent behaviour that stems from the 
dynamic interactions of its consumers.

Zio provides our clients with a virtual laboratory for managing their marketing mix in real time.
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Zio Analytics holds a close collaboration agreement with its technological partner, the 
University of Granada, more specifically with the Artificial Intelligence Unit led by Professor 
Óscar Cordón, Vice-Principal of the aforementioned University, winner of the 2016 Software 
Engineering National Award, one of the most prestigious scientists worldwide, as well founder 
partner of Zio Analytics.

Zio© came about as a result of this collaboration. It is a cloud-based web application that uses 
Agent-based Modelling technology, fuzzy logic, complex system science, behavioural 
economics and machine learning so that companies can generate virtual markets that 
replicate the complexity of real markets.
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The main advantages of Virtual Market models which differentiate them from traditional 
mathematical models are:

— The model recreates a virtual market as a whole and not only the client’s brand. 
This allows for a much more realistic marketing environment by considering the effect that 
competition strategies may have on the client’s own results.

— It allows the analysis of the changes that should be made in the marketing strategy to 
simultaneously manage the KPIs defined within the model: sales, ROI, brand awareness, 
brand equity and “word of mouth”.

— Able to manage in a unified way and in a single platform “Paid”, “Owned” and “Earned” media.

— Allows for crisis management when faced with unforeseen changes in the environment 
and/or the competition.

— Being based on a probabilistic rather than a deterministic nature, predictions are generated 
with a variability range that allows risk evaluation for each strategic option.

— Word of mouth and product user experience are considered as media that can be managed 
for the benefit of the brand.
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— Identifies which client segments are most able to influence the decision making process and 
evaluates whether they are being acted upon effectively.

— Selects the messages with the best probability of improving brand equity in a way that both 
the communication emphasis and the timing of campaigns are potential levers to be pulled
by marketing managers.

— In contrast to other correlation-based models, this is a causal model that replicates 
consumer behaviour and can analyse new concepts and strategies which have not been 
evaluated before (i.e. new launches)

— Allows for an infinite number of “what-if” simulations in real time, for optimising strategies, 
generating reports, and sharing information between stakeholders, whether internal or 
external, which facilitates knowledge sharing and enhances marketing decisions 
processes.
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Virtual Markets are particularly useful for problems that need to be analysed from a consumer 
behaviour perspective and their different reactions to market stimuli. 
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Changes in consumer preferences
Learn, anticipate consequences

Anticipate viral campaigns
WoM

New products from the competition
Sales, brand metrics

Contribution from touchpoints
Sales, brand equity, WoM

Optimisation of media mix
Sales, ROI, brand metric, WoM

Evaluation of synergies between touchpoints
Sales, brand metrics, WoM

Sensitivity analysis
Sales, brand metrics, WoM

Risk assessment
Volatility, sales

Strategic analysis
Sales, ROI, brand metrics, WoM

Entrance in new markets
OK/KO, sales, ROI

Launch of new products
OK/KO, sales, ROI, market testing

Evaluation of new ideas/tactics
Selection between alternative options

"What if" scenarios
Sales, ROI, brand metrics, WoM

Evaluation of known tactics
Sales, ROI, brand metrics, WoM
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Marketing world has suffered a radical change during the past decade.

Some years ago, we began to stockpile as much data as we could in the 
hope that the more information we had, the greater our level of 
knowledge would be, without taking into account that information is 
only useful if it helps to take decisions, and to do this, it needs to be 
appropriately connected (Descriptive Marketing).

Later on we developed mathematical models with the aim of detecting 
patterns in data from the past. But the current pace at which data is 
produced is dramatically increasing and makes this task extremely 
difficult (Predictive Marketing).

Prescriptive Marketing is the natural evolution of this long process and 
the situation that we are already in. It is no longer enough to know or to 
predict. 

The real competitive advantage is only within reach of those companies 
that, supported by cutting edge technology, are able to find out what 
will happen before they enter the market as a consequence of their 
decisions, which will allow them to evaluate the most appropriate route 
to take. 

The leaders of the future will be those who are able to foresee success.  You should not run to where the ball is, but to 
where you believe it will be".
Johan Cruyff

“
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